Effects of Intercistronic Length on the Efficiency of Reinitiation by Eucaryotic Ribosomes
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Simian virus 40-based plasmids that direct the synthesis of preproinsulin during short-term transfection of COS cells have been used to probe the mechanism of reinitiation by eucaryotic ribosomes. Earlier studies from several laboratories had established that the ability of ribosomes to reinitiate translation at an internal AUG codon depends on having a terminator codon in frame with the preceding AUG triplet and upstream from the intended restart site. In the present studies, the position of the upstream terminator codon relative to the preproinsulin restart site has been systematically varied. The efficiency of reinitiation progressively improved as the intercistronic sequence was lengthened. When the upstream "minicistron" terminated 79 nucleotides before the preproinsulin start site, the synthesis of proinsulin was as efficient as if there were no upstream AUG codons. A mechanism is postulated that might account for this result, which is somewhat surprising inasmuch as bacterial ribosomes reinitiate less efficiently as the intercistronic gap is widened.

Eucaryotic ribosomes usually initiate at the AUG codon that lies closest to the 5′ end of the mRNA (31). That tendency has been rationalized by postulating that the small ribosomal subunit binds initially at the capped 5′ end of the mRNA and subsequently migrates to the AUG initiator codon, which is recognized more or less efficiently depending on nearby sequences. From a comparison of several hundred vertebrate mRNAs, GCCUCAUGG has been proposed as the consensus sequence for initiation in higher eucaryotes (30, 33, Kozak, submitted for publication). The contribution of every nucleotide in that motif has been confirmed by mutagenesis (36; Kozak, J. Mol. Biol., in press). The most highly conserved nucleotides are the purine, most often A, in position −3 (i.e., three nucleotides upstream from the AUG codon) and the G in position +4; the aforementioned mutational analyses confirmed that those two positions have the strongest influence on initiation. Thus, a potential initiator codon can usually be designated as "strong" or "weak" by considering only those positions.

There are ways for eucaryotic ribosomes to initiate at internal sites in certain mRNAs, but those sites can be reached only by advancing from the 5′ end; never, it seems, by direct internal binding. An early indication of the constraint against direct internal binding was the inability of eucaryotic ribosomes to bind to circular RNA templates (27, 28), and a considerable body of other evidence has since been adduced (see Discussion). One mechanism by which ribosomes can reach an internal AUG codon is "leaky scanning," which occurs when the 5′-proximal AUG codon lies in an unfavorable context for initiation. Data consistent with leaky scanning have come from manipulating the sequences of synthetic constructs (35, 36, 40) and from analyzing naturally occurring viral mRNAs that are bifunctional (reviewed in references 38 and 39). A second mechanism for reaching an internal AUG codon operates when the upstream AUG codon (in a favorable context for initiation, thus ruling out leaky scanning) is followed shortly by an in-frame terminator codon. In such cases, ribosomes can initiate—or, more correctly, reinitiate—translation at the next AUG codon downstream (20, 35, 40, 51). Such mRNAs are formally bicistronic, although in most cases the upstream open reading frame is a "minicistron" that encodes only a small peptide. The efficiency of reinitiation in such constructs is usually low (35, 40).

This paper asks how reinitiation is affected upon varying the position of the upstream terminator codon relative to the start of the second open reading frame (ORF)—which, in this case, encodes preproinsulin. Whereas procaryotic ribosomes reinitiate most efficiently when the terminator codon that ends the first cistron overlaps the initiator codon of the second cistron (see Discussion), that is a very inefficient arrangement for reinitiation by eucaryotic ribosomes. Rather, with the chimeric preproinsulin mRNAs used for these studies, reinitiation progressively improved as the intercistronic distance increased. When the upstream minicistron terminated 79 or more nucleotides before the preproinsulin start site, ribosomes reinitiated with high efficiency, producing almost as much preproinsulin as if there were no upstream AUG codon. A mechanism is proposed that might explain this unexpected result.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Construction of plasmids. The cassette mutagenesis technique used for constructing the first-stage mutants (single-insert controls, Fig. 1B) has been described (36). Mutants were constructed by cleaving the acceptor plasmid (Fig. 1A) with HindIII and BamHI and then inserting a partially double-stranded oligonucleotide that had at its left end a 4-nucleotide overhang complementary to the HindIII end of the acceptor and at its right end a 4-nucleotide overhang complementary to the BamHI end of the acceptor. Only one strand of the oligonucleotide insert (the strand that has the same sequence as mRNA) is shown in Fig. 1B. The complementary oligonucleotides, purchased from Pharmacia P-L Biochemicals, Inc., were preannealed by incubating for 5 min at 85°C and then gradually cooling to room temperature. Subsequent ligation was at 14°C for 20 h. T4 DNA ligase and restriction enzymes were from New England BioLabs.
A. PARENTAL PLASMID

B. SINGLE-INSERT CONTROLS

D11
DGCTTCATAG ATGGG

D13
DGCTTCATAG ATGGG

D15
DGCTTCATAG ATGGG

D27
DGCTTCATAG ATGGG

D23
DGCTTCATAG ATGGG

C. DOUBLE-INSERT MUTANTS WITH UPSTREAM, OUT-OF-FRAME ATG CODON

D23A
DGCTCA C ATGGG DGGG

D11A
DGCTCA C ATGGG DGGG

D15A
DGCTCA C ATGGG DGGG

D13A
DGCTCA C ATGGG DGGG

D27A
DGCTCA C ATGGG DGGG

D11B
DGCTCA C ATGGG DGGG

\[
\text{D11B(8709)}_n = 2, 4, 8
\]

\[
\text{(AGCTTACTTACTTAC)}_n^{\text{AGCTTACTTACTATT}} -45, -79, -147
\]

FIG. 1. Construction of mutants used to evaluate the efficiency of reinitiation as a function of intercistronic distance. (A) The parental plasmid p255/11 has been described (34, 41). Cleavage of this plasmid at the unique HindIII and BamHI sites releases a small fragment that contains the initiator codon for preproinsulin. In its place, synthetic ATG-containing oligonucleotides were inserted to obtain mutants in the D series. (B) In these control constructs the inserted oligonucleotide contains a single ATG codon that is in frame with, and serves as the initiator codon for, preproinsulin. D13 and D15 are identical to D11 except in the indicated positions; D23 differs from D27 in a single position, as shown. (C) These mutants were derived by linearizing the single-insert control constructs at their unique HindIII site and inserting a second oligonucleotide, the sequence of which is shown in italics. The start site for preproinsulin remains the same as in the single-insert controls ( ), but an out-of-frame ATG triplet ( ) now precedes the initiator codon for preproinsulin. In D23A and D11A the reading frame established by the upstream ATG codon terminates at 214 (D23A) or 357 (D11A) nucleotides beyond the preproinsulin start site. In the remaining mutants, the upstream minicistron terminates in the vicinity of the preproinsulin initiator codon, as shown. In D11B(8709), D11B(8709), and D11B(8709), the sequence AGCTTACTTACTTT is reiterated two, four, and eight times, respectively, at the HindIII site of D11B, thereby moving the minicistron (ATG · GCC · TAA) progressively farther upstream from the preproinsulin start site.

The double-insert mutants (Fig. 1C) were obtained by inserting, at the HindIII site of a single-insert plasmid from stage one, the 16-base-pair oligonucleotide AGCTACAT GGCCCA (designated A) or the related sequence AGCTCA CCATGCGCTA (designated B).

Transformation of Escherichia coli HB101 or MM294 and subsequent screening, sequencing, and purification of plasmids were as described previously (32).

Expression of plasmids in COS cells. COS-1 cells (16), grown in Eagle minimal essential medium (no. 330-1430; Gibco Laboratories) with 10% fetal calf serum, were used between the 3rd and 12th passage. Subconfluent monolayers of cells were transfected by the calcium phosphate method (71) as described previously (36). The cells were labeled with \[^{35}S\] cysteine 2 days after transfection, and the extracted proteins were immunoprecipitated and separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis as described previously (32, 36). The yield of preproinsulin (the processed form of the protein that accumulates in COS cells) was quantitated after exposing fluorograms at −70°C for 5 to 25 days. Densitometry was performed on a densitometer (model 620; Bio-Rad Laboratories). Cytoplasmic mRNA concentrations were routinely monitored by dot-blot hybridization (36).

RESULTS

Control plasmids lacking an upstream ATG codon. Mutants in the D series were derived from p255/11, a shuttle vector that expresses preproinsulin from the simian virus 40 early promoter (Fig. 1A). Construction of these mutants was carried out in two stages. The sequences of the first-stage, single-insert intermediates (Fig. 1B) were designed to fulfill two functions: the inserted oligonucleotide contains an ATG codon that serves as the new start site for synthesis of preproinsulin, and the insert contains a TAA or TGA codon that will halt translation coming from the upstream ATG codon in the second-stage derivatives. The single-insert controls themselves have no spurious ATG codons preceding the preproinsulin start site. (The initiator codon will be written as ATG for the remainder of this paper, inasmuch as all recombinant techniques and sequencing were performed...
at the DNA level.) A preliminary transfection experiment revealed that the minor sequence differences among the controls (those differences determine precisely where upstream translation will terminate in the second-stage mutants) did not significantly affect the yield of proinsulin (Fig. 2). Because mutants D11, D13, D15, D23, and D27, in which reinitiation is not a factor, thus support translation with the same high efficiency, any differences in the yield of proinsulin among the double-insert mutants described next can be attributed to differences in the efficiency of reinitiation. No significant variation in mRNA levels was observed among mutants in the D series, and thus all of the differences in expression reflect translational events.

Effects of intercistronic length on the efficiency of reinitiation. Second-stage mutants D11A, D11B, D13A, D15A, D23A, and D27A were obtained by inserting another ATG-containing oligonucleotide upstream from the first (Fig. 1C). These derivatives consequently have a strong, out-of-frame ATG codon preceding the preproinsulin start site, and my expectation from previous studies (see above) was that synthesis of proinsulin would require a terminator codon to halt translation from the upstream site and allow reinitiation at the preproinsulin start site. The controls D23A and D11A, in which the reading frame set by the upstream ATG triplet continues far beyond the preproinsulin start site, indeed made no detectable proinsulin (Fig. 3). All of the other second-stage mutants were able to synthesize proinsulin, but the yield, which reflects the efficiency of reinitiation, varied at least 10-fold (Fig. 3). Reinitiation was remarkably inefficient when the upstream minicistron terminated close to or overlapped the ATG codon that initiates preproinsulin (D15A, D13A, D27A, and D11B in Fig. 3). In contrast, D11B(8709), in which the minicistron has been moved far upstream (Fig. 1C), synthesized proinsulin almost as efficiently as D11, which has no upstream ATG codons. Quantitation of appropriately exposed fluorograms similar to the one in Fig. 3 indicated efficiencies of ~70% for D11B(8709), 7 to 10% for D13A, D27A, and D11B, and ≤5% for D15A; the yield of proinsulin from D11 was taken as 100%.

As a control, eight copies of oligonucleotide 8709 were inserted into a plasmid that contains no upstream ATG codons and hence does not require that ribosomes reinitiate. In that case, lengthening the 5′-noncoding sequence by 136 nucleotides neither enhanced nor inhibited translation: D11(8709) directed synthesis of proinsulin with the same high efficiency as D11 (lanes 1 through 4, Fig. 3). Thus, the facilitating effect of the 136-nucleotide insertion in D11B(8709) occurs only when 40S ribosomal subunits are scanning in the reinitiation mode.

To determine more systematically how changes in intercistronic distance affect the efficiency of reinitiation, two, four, or eight copies of oligonucleotide 8709 were inserted at the HindIII site of mutant D11B. COS cells were transfected with this matched set of plasmids, and the yields of proinsulin were compared (Fig. 4). Inserting only two copies of the oligonucleotide, which increased the intercistronic length from 11 nucleotides (D11B) to 45 nucleotides, increased the efficiency of reinitiation from ~10% (D11B) to 20% [D11B(8709)]. Inserting four copies of oligonucleotide 8709 lengthened the intercistronic gap to 79 nucleotides and allowed such efficient reinitiation that...
D11B(8709)\textsubscript{x}\textsubscript{4} made as much proinsulin as the control plasmid D11. In the experiment shown, the yield of proinsulin declined slightly when the intercistronic distance was further lengthened to 147 nucleotides in D11B(8709)\textsubscript{x}\textsubscript{8}, which might mean that the optimum lies somewhere between 79 and 147 nucleotides. In repeated experiments of this sort, however, the yield from D11B(8709)\textsubscript{x}\textsubscript{4} was sometimes less than shown in Fig. 4 (although never less than 50% of D11), and thus the difference in Fig. 4 between D11(8709)\textsubscript{x}\textsubscript{4} and D11(8709)\textsubscript{x}\textsubscript{8} might reflect experimental variation.

The inefficient reinitiation observed with D11B and most previously studied constructs (see above) might be explained in various ways. One possibility is that, when 80S ribosomes finish translating the upstream minicistron and 60S ribosomal subunits detach, some 40S subunits also detach; the efficiency of reinitiation would be determined by how many 40S subunits remain bound to the mRNA and resume scanning. However that mechanism cannot explain the dramatic improvement in reinitiation that occurs when the intercistronic sequence is lengthened. Another explanation for the usual inefficiency of reinitiation could be that, although 40S subunits remain bound after translating the upstream minicistron, some detach during the scanning phase before they reach the downstream ORF. In that case, reinitiation should become more efficient when the intercistronic gap is shortened, which is the opposite of what we have observed. The explanation I favor is that, after completing translation of the upstream minicistron, all 40S subunits resume scanning and they do not thereafter detach, but only some 40S subunits are competent to reinitiate when they reach the proinsulin start site. Without defining at this time exactly what “competence” means, the general notion was tested in the following experiment.

Reinitiation is not limited to the closest ATG codon beyond the 5'-proximal ORF. If 40S ribosomal subunits only gradually become competent to reinitiate after translating the upstream minicistron, 40S subunits that are not yet competent when they reach the first ATG codon downstream should continue scanning, bypassing the first ATG and (as they eventually become competent) initiating at ATG codon(s) farther downstream. To test that prediction I constructed the plasmids shown in Fig. 5. The control plasmid p255/11 has no ATG codons upstream from the proinsulin start site, and that plasmid accordingly synthesized the maximum amount of proinsulin. The negative control p255/11A has a strong upstream out-of-frame ATG codon that does not encounter a terminator codon before the proinsulin start site; thus, the upstream ATG codon in p255/11A completely suppressed the synthesis of proinsulin, as expected. Mutant p255/11BA has an upstream ATG codon in the same context and same position as p255/11A (see the second ATG triplet in p255/11A, which is underlined once), but that potentially inhibitory ATG is preceded by a minicistron, ATG...GCC...G. Consequently, whereas 40S subunits are in the “primary” scanning mode when they encounter the upstream ATG codon in p255/11A, they are in the less efficient “reinitiation mode” when they encounter the same ATG codon in p255/11BA. In the latter case, not all 40S subunits were halted by the potentially inhibitory ATG codon; at least 15% reached the proinsulin start site, judging from the yield of proinsulin shown in Fig. 5. If reinitiation were limited to the first ATG codon (in a good context) beyond the 5'-proximal ORF, the second ATG codon in p255/11BA should have been as effective a barrier as the first ATG codon in p255/11A, and neither plasmid should have been able to make proinsulin.

**DISCUSSION**

By reiterating a 17-base-pair oligonucleotide that was internally repetitious to begin with, the effects of intercistronic length could be studied without simultaneously introducing “new” sequences. The monotony of the expansion sequence in D11B(8709)\textsubscript{x}\textsubscript{2}, D11B(8709)\textsubscript{x}\textsubscript{4}, and
D11B(8709)_{8,8} makes it likely that the observed differences in translation were due to length per se, rather than to an inadvertent facilitating effect of the particular sequence that was inserted; the latter effect should have been evident upon inserting just one copy of the oligonucleotide. Because oligonucleotide 8709 had no effect when it was reiterated at the 5' end of plasmid D11 (lanes 1 to 4, Fig. 3), the facilitating effect of length was specific for the reinitiation mode of translation. To explain the dramatic improvement in reinitiation when the intercistronic region was lengthened (Fig. 3 and 4) as well as the ability to reinitiate at the first and second ATG codons beyond the minicistron in p255/11BA (Fig. 5), I have postulated that 40S ribosomal subunits only gradually become competent to reinitiate after translating the upstream (mini)cistron. When 40S subunits resume scanning internally, they probably lack initiation factors and certainly lack Met-tRNA; it is hard to imagine ribosomes reinitiating without the latter. Thus, competence might be determined by Met-tRNA binding. Increasing the distance between the upstream terminator codon and the next ATG codon would improve reinitiation by allowing more time for Met-tRNA to bind. Conversely, shortening the intercistronic distance should cause Met-tRNA-deficient 40S subunits to bypass the nearest ATG codon and perhaps reinitiate farther downstream, as apparently happens with p255/11BA.

It seems unlikely that reinitiation is inefficient due to steric interference when the terminator and ATG codons overlap, as in D13A and D15A. The overlapping arrangement works beautifully in procaryotes (see below). Moreover, moving the terminator codon 45 nucleotides upstream from the preproinsulin start site, as in D11B(8709)_{8,8}, should fully relieve any steric constraints; but D11B(8709)_{8,8} reinitiates only marginally better than D11B (Fig. 4) and not nearly as efficiently as D11B(8709)_{8,8}.

An interesting possibility yet to be explored is that the efficiency of reinitiation might depend on the size of the upstream ORF. For the present study I used an upstream minicistron, partly because it seems easier to interpret results when the differences between constructs are kept small, and partly because long leader ORFs rarely occur in natural forms of eucaryotic mRNAs (38; however, see reference 69). The consequences of expanding the upstream ORF will have to be studied, however. A possible scenario is that some initiation factors remain transiently associated after the 60S subunit joins the 4OS-mRNA complex at the first ATG codon, and the initiation factors are then released stochastically during elongation. If the transiently retained factors were needed for reinitiation, the ability to reinitiate should be inversely related to the size of the upstream ORF.

Recent experiments from other laboratories (51, 68) have been taken as evidence that ribosomes can sometimes scan backwards to reinitiate. That interpretation is not supported by other published data (35, 40), however, or by the experiments described herein.

**Reinitiation versus direct internal binding.** Although the observations reported here and elsewhere (20, 35, 40, 51) are most easily explained by invoking reinitiation, it has not been shown that the putative reinitiation is insensitive to dilution and to inhibitors that prevent de novo ribosome binding. The hypothesis that eucaryotic ribosomes can reinitiate therefore still awaits rigorous proof. However many indirect arguments impugn the alternative idea that ribosomes can initiate directly at internal sites. The primary observation to be explained is that the presence of a terminator codon in frame with the first ATG codon and upstream from the second allows efficient use of the second potential initiation site. One might explain this by postulating that eucaryotic ribosomes can initiate directly at internal ATG codons but fail to do so when the downstream site is occluded by 80S ribosomes advancing from upstream. The evidence against occlusion and in favor of reinitiation includes the following.

(i) With polycistronic procaryotic transcripts, where occlusion can indeed occur, the inhibitory effect of an overlapping upstream cistron is sometimes only two- to threefold (11, 19, 61). In eucaryotes, on the other hand, initiation at a downstream ATG codon is completely suppressed when it is overlapped by an upstream cistron (8, 35, 40, 54, 65). This is true only under conditions that preclude leaky scanning, and at present it can be shown most reliably in vivo. Cell extracts, especially from reticulocytes, sometimes initiate promiscuously at ATG codons that clearly are not accessible in vivo (26, 45).

(ii) Eucaryotic ribosomes initiate at the first but not the second ATG codon even when the two ATG triplets are flanked by identical sequences (which precludes favoritism based on context) and are separated by only five nucleotides (see plasmid C2 in reference 35). In that specially designed construct it would seem difficult for elongating 80S ribosomes to selectively block the second ATG codon.

(iii) Occlusion should be relieved when the upstream ORF terminates just before or at the start of the next cistron, yet synthesis of proinsulin by D13A and D15A remained very low (Fig. 3).

(iv) Reinitiation can be blocked by introducing a hairpin structure between the upstream ORF and the preproinsulin start site (unpublished data), a result that seems incompatible with the occlusion argument.

(v) The occlusion model requires direct binding of 40S subunits to internal ATG codons, but that postulate is contradicted by the inability of eucaryotic ribosomes to bind circular mRNAs (27, 28); the ability of duplex RNA-RNA or RNA-DNA structures, located far upstream from the ATG codon, to block translation (37); the trapping of 40S subunits upstream from the ATG codon when ATP reserves are depleted during cell-free translation (29); and the restriction of initiation to the 5'-proximal copy in a tandem array of identical "ribosome binding sites" (32). Various other observations that were once taken as evidence for direct

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EUKARYOTES</th>
<th>First ORF (mini)cistron</th>
<th>Second ORF (mini)cistron</th>
<th>Relative yield of protein from second cistron.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>---&lt;-------</td>
<td>---&lt;-------</td>
<td>---&lt;-------</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overlaps</td>
<td>AUG to AUG</td>
<td>80 to 150 nt</td>
<td>AUG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overlaps</td>
<td>AUG to AUG</td>
<td>80 to 150 nt</td>
<td>AUG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overlaps</td>
<td>AUG to AUG</td>
<td>80 to 150 nt</td>
<td>AUG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 6.** Consequences of experimentally expanding the intercistronic distance in eucaryotic compared with procaryotic ORFs. Data for eucaryotes are from this paper; data for procaryotes are from references 11, 60, and 64. It should be noted that not all overlapping bacterial cistrons show coupled translation, and not all bacterial genes that showed coupled expression overlap.
Other examples of reinitiation in eucaryotes. The presence of (mini)cistrons in the leader regions of some natural eucaryotic mRNAs makes it likely that reinitiation is not limited to laboratory-manipulated mRNAs introduced into COS cells. Because the motif is not widespread, however (nearly half of the mRNAs that are suspected to support reinitiation are derived from protooncogenes [38]), reinitiation in eucaryotic cells at large might be less efficient than in cultured COS cells. With several bicistronic viral mRNAs, the (poly)peptide encoded in the upstream (mini)cistron has been detected [17, 22, 25, 69], confirming that the leader sequence is indeed translated. In a few cellular mRNAs, the upstream ORF terminates very close to the ATG codon that initiates the major ORF [10, 24, 42, 59, 66]; I would expect such mRNAs to reinitiate inefficiently, by analogy with the constructs described in Fig. 3. The demonstration in Fig. 5 that a far-upstream ORF can relieve the potentially inhibitory effect of another upstream ATG codon might also be extrapolated to the handful of naturally occurring mRNAs that are structurally analogous to p255/11BA [3, 5, 14, 44, 48, 63].

Although the efficiency of reinitiation increased dramatically as a function of intercistronic length in our prepro-insulin constructs, the generality of that result remains to be seen. Perez et al. [52] have reported efficient reinitiation with chimeric transcripts of simian virus 40 and Rous sarcoma virus that have an intercistronic gap of only 9 nucleotides. On the other hand, the EBNA2 protein is expressed inefficiently despite a lengthy intercistronic gap between the leader ORF and the EBNA2 coding sequence [58, 69].

Reinitiation is believed to be the natural mode of translation of caulimovirus genes [12], which are closely spaced [21]; thus the requirements for reinitiation in plants might differ from those in mammals.

Reinitiation has not yet been demonstrated in Saccharomyces cerevisiae by showing that downstream translation is abolished when the terminator codon between adjacent cistrons is mutated, nor do we know how intercistronic distance affects reinitiation (if it occurs) in yeast. Sherman and Stewart [62] concluded from their study of cytochrome c mutants that yeast ribosomes cannot reinitiate, but in all of their mutants the upstream minicistron terminated very close to the ATG triplet that would have been used to reinitiate cytochrome c. That motif might be unfavorable for reinitiation in yeast, as it is in higher eucaryotes. Since upstream ATG codons, invariably followed by a terminator codon, have been found in a number of yeast mRNAs [18, 24, 42, 50, 56, 66, 67], it seems likely that yeast ribosomes either reinitiate or undergo leaky scanning, but neither mechanism has yet been established experimentally in yeast.

A practical consequence of reinitiation merits emphasis, namely, that introducing a terminator codon within the body of a gene is not a foolproof way to abolish gene function. The ability of ribosomes to reinitiate downstream from a terminator codon has indeed frustrated some attempts to construct null mutants (1).

Reinitiation in eucaryotes versus procaryotes. The correlation between intercistronic length and the efficiency of reinitiation in eucaryotes is curiously just the opposite of what occurs in procaryotes. In many, albeit not all [2, 47], coregulated bacterial genes, the terminator codon of one cistron overlaps the initiator codon of the next [6, 9, 15, 23, 43, 49, 53, 72, 73] and translation of the downstream cistron is drastically impaired when the intercistronic distance is expanded experimentally (Fig. 6). Perhaps the opposite consequences of increasing intercistronic length are not surprising in view of the many other differences between procaryotes and eucaryotes in mRNA structure and the mechanism of initiation of translation. An important distinction is that eucaryotic ribosomes seem constrained to enter only at the 5' end of the mRNA, and therefore the same 40S ribosomal subunit presumably translates the first and second cistrons. That is not necessarily true in procaryotes; the fact that the downstream cistron almost always has its own Shine-Dalgarno sequence means that bacterial ribosomes could initiate there de novo; in cases where the distal cistron is translated more efficiently than the cistron that precedes it, ribosomes must initiate de novo at the downstream site (2).

The arbitrary order of binding of Met-tRNA and mRNA to bacterial ribosomes also differs from that in eucaryotes, where the small ribosomal subunit must bind Met-tRNA before the ATG initiator codon can be recognized (reviewed in reference 31). If it is the lack of Met-tRNA that makes reinitiation inefficient in eucaryotes when the upstream ORF terminates too close to the next potential start site, that constraint would not extend to procaryotes.
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